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1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerations of summation and integration of set-valued functions go 
back to Minkowski. The calculus of set-valued functions was found very 
applicable in several mathematical fields, especially in control theory, 
mathematical economics and statistics. Accordingly, many papers deal with 
the basic theory of integration of set-valued functions. One approach is due 
to Aumann [2], which considered integration of selections of set-valued 
functions. 
In the study of probabilities of geometrical objects, there have been some 
attempts to formulate general theories of random sets, notably by Kendall 
[S] and Matheron [6]. Artstein and Vitale [ 1 ] demonstrated a strong law 
of large numbers for random sets taking values in the class of compact sub- 
sets on R. 
It is our purpose to consider the notion “variance of a random set.” An 
algorithm for determining the variance of random sets taking values in the 
nonempty, compact intervals on [w is given. 
2. RANDOM SETS 
We regard a random set X as a measurable map defined on a probability 
space (Q, 49, P) and taking values in the set 3? of nonempty, compact sub- 
sets of R. With the introduction of the Hausdorff-distance 
d(K,, K,) = inf{ J 1 K, s K, + E&B, K, E K, + LB}, 
x can be made into a metric space. Here B is the closed interval [ - 1, l] 
and scalar multiplication and addition are defined as usual by yK = 
{yklk~ K} and K, + K2= (k, +k,)k, E K,, k2E K2}. 
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In the light of metric structure of X, measurability of X will be taken in 
the Bore1 sense. A selection of a random set X is a random variable U such 
that U(w) E X(w) a.s. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a random set such that each selection I/ has finite 
expectation EU and finite variance D21J. The expectation of X, written EX, 
is the set {EUl U is a selection of X}, the variance D*X of X is the set 
{D’Ul U is a selection of X). 
3. PARAMETERS OF INTERVAL-VALUED RANDOM SETS 
In this section we consider random sets X taking values in the set 9 of 
all nonempty compact intervals of Iw. We have for every I,, I, E .f 
d(Z,,Zz)=maxjImaxZ,-maxZ,I, IminI,-minZ,j}. 
Other kinds of measurability than measurability in the Bore1 sense are 
focussed on the geometry of the values of X. They are shown to be 
equivalent. Rockafellar [7] required Smeasurability of the sets of the 
form 
The function 
g Q-+R, 0 -+ min X(w), 
is a selection of X, since we have 
for each CE iw. In a similar way we show that 
E LL+R, 0 --f max X(w), 
is a selection of X 
THEOREM. Let X he a random set taking values in .F such that each selec- 
tion U has finite variance D’U. Then 
(a) EX= [E$‘, EX]. 
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(b) Let 
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0, if3A E B, P(A) = 1 VW, co’ E A: x((w) < x(0’), 
inf{D2,(A,B)(A,BE~,AnB=0,P(AuB)#Oand 
V’o,o’$Au B:X(w)<E,(A, B)<X(o~‘)},else 
where 
E,(A, B) = P(AIB)(I,XdP+IXdP)’ 
D;(A, B)=/ 
A 
_X’dP+l 
B 
R2dP-P(A’uB)(j 
A 
&‘dP+[/dP)2. 
and let 
(I,., denotes the indicator function qf the complement of A.) Then for each 
E>O 
[R,u+~, oo)~ D2Xs [Rx, co) if sx.=co, 
[R,+E,S,-~]~D~X~[R,,S,] !f s,<Kl. 
Proof. Equation (a) is obviously satisfied. To prove (b), let E > 0. The 
random variables U,.,, uA.B(W) := g(o), if o E A, U,.,(o), if w E B, and 
UA,B(o) := E,(A, B), else, where A, BE~# such that A n B = Iz, and 
P(A u B) # 0 have expectation E,(A, B) and variance DZ,(A, B). It follows 
infD’X<R,+e. If S,<GC, then we have sup D’X>S,-E. If SX=co, 
then we have sup D2X = a. If R, + c <.x < S, - c, then there exist random 
variables U, V such that Rx< D2U < Rx+ E and S,- E < D2V< S,, if 
S, < co, and D2V< x, if S, = c;o. Consider the variables W, := tU+ 
( 1 - t) V, 0 < t < 1. The map 
t -+ D2 W, = t2D2U + (1 - t)’ D2V+ 2t( 1 - t)(E( UV) - EUEV) 
is continuous, we have D2 W, = D2 V and D2 W, = D2U. Therefore t E [IO, I] 
exists such that D’W,=x. It follows [R,+E, S,-E] c_D’X, if S,< a, 
and [Rx+ E, co) c D2X, else. Let U be a random variable with finite 
variance such that U(W)E X(w) as. We have X< U< Z. Let A := (oIEQ~( 
U(o) 3 EU} and let V, be the random variable such that V,(o) = x((w), if 
o E A, V,(o) = U(w), else. 
We have the inequalities 
{A(x-U)‘dP-([ (&U)dp)‘>O 
A 
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and X(o) + U(w) - 2EU 2 X((o) - U(w) for each o E A. It follows that 
0,j (X-U)(X+U-2EU)dP- 
( 
s (R-U)dP 
2 
A A > 
= D’V, - D’U. 
For the random variable V, = XZA + XZ,., we show with the same method 
D2V,>D2V,. 
Therefore D2U d D’V, d S,. Consider the random variable IV,, 
W,(o) = J’(u) if X(:(w) > EU, W,(w)=R(o) if 8< EU, 
W,(w) = EU, else. We have D2U> D’W,. 
Suppose EW, 3 EU. We define the sequence of random variables 
( W,),x= I? 
- 
w,+ I(O) = 
i 
if ~(w)<EW,and~(o)<EU, 
if &‘((o) > EU, W,, ,(w) = EW,, else. 
( W,),‘i , is monotone decreasing and bounded, therefore W := lim, _ , W, 
exists. It follows E(lim, _ , W,) = lim, j ,. EW, and D’ W< D2 W,, , 6 
D’W,. We have _X< W6 X and 
W(o) =X(w) if &‘> EU, W(o)=x((o) if z((o)<EW, 
J’(o) d EU, and W(w) = EW, else. 
Let 
A’= {w~Q/~(u)> EU) and B= {o~Qj%(co)<EW}nM. 
It follows EW=J,.XdP+J,rdP+P(C(A’uB)).EW. If P(A’uB)=O, 
then D”W=O. For all w,w’~c(A’uB) we have x(:(w),<EW<X((o’). 
Therefore 
0= Rx= D2W<D2U. 
If P(A’ u B) # 0, then 
EW= 
f’(~‘l~B)(jA~xdp+iBxdp) 
and 
D’W= X’dP+ X2dP- 
s B f'(~"~B)(/~,'~~+j~~~~)~' 
Therefore R,r < D2 W < D2U. 
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For the case EW, d EU it is shown with the same method R, < D2W< 
D*U. It follows that 
D*XG [R,, S,]. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the case when the o-algebra !23 is finite. Then 
we can determine R, and S, for each random set X by a finite number of 
comparisons. We have D2X= [R,, S,]. 
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